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Two photon fluorescence sensors based on resonant grating
waveguide structures
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Abstract

We use novel high-finesse polymeric resonant grating waveguide structures (GWS) for strong enhancement of two photon fluorescence
(TPF). At a specific wavelength and angular orientation of the incident beam, the grating waveguide structure resonates. This resonance results
i tation light.
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n a field enhancement at the surface that can be exploited for TPF spectroscopy, without the need for highly focused laser exci
e compare the TPF obtained from a thin layer of tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) deposited on top of a GWS at resonance and off-
ur procedure and results indicate that the detection of TPF can indeed be improved with the resonant GWS by at least fifteen ti

esults have been also demonstrated using a GWS and a 2�m thick layer of TMR aqueous solution.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Two photon fluorescence (TPF) measurements with near
nfra-red radiation (NIR) have a number of advantages over

easurements with one photon excitation. Specifically, the
arge energy gap between the excitation and emission radia-
ion reduces the background noise, the static photobleaching
f the dyes that are used is reduced because there is a quadratic
ependence of the absorption on intensity[1,2], and the use of
ear infra-red radiation minimizes the photodamage of cells
nd tissue thereby lowering autofluorescence. On the other
and, conventional TPF requires highly intense and focused

aser light of instantaneous photon flux densities of at least
031 photons/cm2 s which in turn lowers the photodamage

hreshold[3]. In order to overcome such a difficulty, i.e. to
chieve the needed energies and yet avoid tight focusing, we
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resort to low-loss, high-finesse resonant grating waveg
structures (GWS)[4,5].

The basic configuration of the GWS consists of a subst
a waveguide layer and a grating layer on top. When the G
is illuminated with an ultrashort light pulse, most of the li
is directly transmitted through while some is diffracted
the grating, trapped in the waveguide layer, and subsequ
partially rediffracted outwards. At a specific wavelength
angular orientation of the incident beam, the grating wa
uide structure resonates, where the rediffracted beam de
tively interferes with the transmitted beam and most of
incident light is reflected. Specifically, a very sharp decre
of the transmitted light is observed in the spectrum of
illuminating pulse.

For our purposes the most important feature of the G
is the large optical field enhancement that can be ach
at the grating surface. Thus, the GWS can be exploite
two-photon fluorescence excitation of a layer deposite
top of the grating layer. The GWS have a number of
ditional attractive features for TPF applications. In part
925-4005/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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lar, they are compact and robust so as to simplify experi-
mental set-ups, are relatively easy to fabricate, and can be
readily incorporated into widespread biological and chemi-
cal applications. Our GWS were optimized for normal inci-
dence of the excitation light, so are compatible with com-
mercial instrumentation such as fluorescence scanners and
microscopes.

In this paper, we first describe the resonant behaviour of
the GWS with and without a tetramethylrhodamine (TMR)
layer on top of its grating layer surface. Two types of lay-
ers have been investigated, a deposited TMR thin layer and a
2�m thick layer of TMR aqueous solution. Then, we demon-
strate TPF enhancement by measuring the TPF intensity at
resonance and off-resonance. Finally, we measure the TPF
signal as a function of central excitation wavelength and po-
larization.

2. Experimental set-up and procedure

The experimental set-up for evaluating the GWS and the
two types of GWS arrangements are shown schematically
in Fig. 1. The experimental set-up, shown inFig. 1(a), in-
cludes a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser (Mira 900 F, Coher-
ent) operated at a frequency of 76 MHz. The pulse width was
1 exci-
t nm,
b th of
t tage
( sla-
t inci-
d
N eter
( ned

CCD linear array (HC236-1007, Hamamatsu). The excita-
tion light of the Ti:Sapphire was blocked by placing a NIR
filter (BG39, Schott) in front of the entrance slit of the
spectrometer.

Several GWS were fabricated. We used optical quality
(λ/4) BK7 glass substrates onto which the waveguide and
the photoresist layers were spin-coated. The waveguide layer
consisted of a polyimide material of approximately 430 nm
thickness (refractive indexn= 1.7). The grating layer con-
sisted of Shipley S1805 in which a surface relief grating
was holographically recorded. Typically, the grating layer
period was about 523 nm and the grating layer thickness was
450 nm. In principle, decreasing the grating thickness will
narrow the resonance bandwidth, whereas changing the grat-
ing period will shift the resonance wavelength. The grating
structure was optimized so as to minimize surface roughness,
with different heat treatments, exposure, and development
procedures. The waveguide layer also served as a stopping
layer for the wet etching development of the grating layer
and thus assisted in achieving a very uniform grating. Such
uniformity in the grating layer essentially eliminates fluores-
cence crosstalk. Two types of TMR layers were then formed
on top the GWS, as shown inFig. 1(b). The first type of
TMR layer was a 2�m thick layer of a TMR aqueous so-
lution obtained using a microfluidic cell enclosed on top of
the GWS. This cavity was filled by capillary action with a
2 ned
b
t the
s the
G ited
T as
m -
n the

F valuat up includi
n ; (b) TM a
m

50 fs and the spectral bandwidth was about 8 nm. The
ation light wavelength could be tuned from 690 to 980
ut was generally centered at the resonant waveleng
he GWS. The GWS was mounted on a positioning s
Physik Instrumente) which allowed for transverse tran
ion and rotation in order to ensure accurate normal
ence. The TPF was collected by a spherical lens (f= 50 mm,
A = 0.8), focused onto the entrance slit of a spectrom

Triax180, Jobin Ivon), and detected using a back-thin

ig. 1. Experimental arrangement for two photon fluorescence (TPF) e
eutral density filters (ND), focusing lens (L1) and collecting lens (L2)
icrofluidic cell configuration (left).
0�M TMR solution. The second type of layer was obtai
y depositing a drop of 15�M TMR solution in milli-Q wa-

er (pH 7.5) on top of the GWS. After evaporation of
olvent, the TMR molecules remained immobilized on
WS surface forming a uniform thin layer. The depos
MR thin layer had an approximate thickness of 65 nm
easured with an alpha-step instrument.Fig. 2shows a scan
ing electron microscope (SEM) image of the GWS with

ion of GWS and TMR layers. (a) Experimental TPF measurement set-ng,
R deposited thin layer (right) and 2�m thick TMR aqueous solution layer in
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Fig. 2. SEM image of the grating layer and a TMR deposited thin layer on
top. The edge of the thin layer divides the figure in two. The upper part of
image is darker due to the additional thin layer.

deposited TMR thin layer. The edge of the drop divides the
image in two where the upper part is darker due to the addi-
tional deposited TMR thin layer. Both types of TMR layers
should lead to a shift of approximately 10 nm in the resonance
wavelength due to the change of the optical parameters of the
GWS.

3. Experimental results and discussion

Representative experimental results of the GWS spectral
response and enhanced TPF are presented inFigs. 3 and 4.
Fig. 3shows the spectral response with and without a TMR
layer.Fig. 3(a) shows the transmitted spectral response of the
“bare” GWS, i.e. without TMR, the GWS with the adsorbed
TMR thin layer and of the incident pulse, shown for reference.
The transmitted spectral response of the GWS was obtained
using normal incidence illumination. At the resonant wave-
length,λres= 844 nm, for transverse electric (TE) polarization
excitation, in which the electric field of the incident light is
parallel to the grating grooves, the spectrum of the transmitted
light shows a sharp decrease with a narrow resonance band-
width of 2 nm at full-width half maximum (FWHM). For the
transverse magnetic (TM) polarization excitation, shifts (not
shown) by approximately 10 nm to a shorter wavelength as
c ible
t ion
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Fig. 3. Experimental measurements of the spectral response of GWS with
and without TMR layers. (a) TE polarization excitation with resonance band-
width at FWHM = 2 nm; “bare” GWS (triangles), GWS with deposited TMR
thin layer (squares) and reference (solid line). For the “bare” GWS the trans-
mission intensity drops by 90%; (b) GWS with 2�m thick layer of TMR
aqueous solution in a microfluidic cavity configuration. For TE polarization
excitation, resonance wavelength,λres= 836 nm and resonance bandwidth
at FWHM = 1 nm.

As evident from these experimental results, the transmit-
ted intensities do not decrease to zero, indicating that our
GWS has some loss. Since the absorption of polyimide and
photoresist material for NIR wavelength is very small, we
believe that the major source for loss are structural imper-
fections. For both types of TMR layers the resonance peak
of the GWS with TMR layer is shifted to higher wave-
lengths compared to the bare GWS, as can be expected
from numerical rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA)
calculations.

Fig. 4shows the TPF as a function of wavelength for dif-
ferent central excitation wavelengths, obtained with a GWS
on which a TMR thin layer was deposited. In order to en-
sure that the fluorescence is indeed due to the GWS enhance-
ment, we first tuned the incident laser wavelength from 830 to
856 nm at fixed polarization, and then varied the polarization
at fixed wavelengths. The incident laser beam (240 mW) was
ompared to TE polarization excitation. Thus it is poss
o move from “at resonance” to “off-resonance” condit
t a given wavelength just by changing from one polar

ion to the other. Indeed, for TM polarization at the sa
avelength, i.e. off-resonance, the spectrum of the tran

ed light corresponded to the full spectrum of the ultras
ulse.Fig. 3(b) shows the transmitted spectral respons

he GWS in contact with a relatively thick TMR aqueous
ution layer in the microfluidic cavity configuration. In th
ase the resonant wavelength is centered atλres= 836 nm for
E polarization excitation and the resonance bandwid
WHM is 1 nm. The additional narrowing of the resona
andwidth is due to the higher layer thickness above
WS.
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Fig. 4. Two Photon Fluorescence (TPF) emission spectra of GWS with TMR
deposited thin layer at different excitation wavelengths. Excitation wave-
length at resonanceλ = 844 nm, TE-mode (filled squares); off-resonance,
λ = 844 nm, TM-mode (empty squares); maximum two photon absorption
λ = 849 nm, TE-mode (triangles); excitation at twice FWHM from reso-
nance,λ = 842 nm, TE-mode (circles).

slightly focused to a 100�m beam waist. As evident, near
and at resonance the TPF from the GWS could be readily ob-
served. On the other hand, far away from resonance no TPF
signal could be observed. Near resonance, the TPF intensity
increases strongly, reaching its maximum at the resonance
wavelength of 844 nm, indicating a strong field enhancement.
Also shown are TPF signals obtained at 849 nm, the maxi-
mum TPF absorption wavelength, and at 842 nm which is two
FWHM away from the resonance excitation wavelength. The
TPF signal at the excitation wavelength of 844 nm (suitable
for resonance with TE polarization) was detected as back-
ground noise signal for TM polarization. Similarly, no TPF
was detected when using a reference glass with a deposited
TMR thin layer under identical experimental conditions, in-
dicating clearly the enhancement of the TPF detection with
GWS.

To quantify the TPF enhancement, we integrated the TPF
signal as a function of wavelength for each excitation wave-
length. The results are presented inFig. 5. Since the TPF
signal is proportional to the convolution of the GWS trans-
mission spectrum and the pulse intensity envelope, consid-
erable TPF signal is also present at wavelengths close to the
resonance wavelength. Since the resonance bandwidth is con-
siderably narrower than the pulse envelope the TPF signal is
expected to resemble a slightly broadened pulse envelope.
As evident inFig. 5(a), the integral TPF signal is centered
a enve-
l io of
r s 15.
T
t
t res-
o lar

Fig. 5. Integral TPF signal as a function of central excitation wavelength
of a GWS. (a) with TMR deposited thin layer; (b) with 2�m thick TMR
aqueous solution layer.

to those obtained with the deposited TMR thin layer. No TPF
was detected in the spectral region between 350 and 500 nm
or in regions without the immobilized TMR. Thus, one can
exclude other nonlinear effects like surface second harmonic
generation[6].

4. Concluding remarks

Our procedure and results indicate that the detection of
TPF can indeed be more sensitive with the resonant GWS.
We expect that the overall detection sensitivities can increase
even further as the fabrication of the GWS is improved, so
they can be incorporated into fluorescence based sensors and
open up new options for medical diagnostics.
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